Effective testing tools and streamlined testing plans are more important than ever before. By combining artificial intelligence that can simplify and focus testing with advanced testing analytics, organizations can equally prioritize the adoption of effective risk-based testing and focus on what truly matters — saving you time and money.

Qualitest's diverse array of automation capabilities, AI-Powered T-KIA can help you prepare for future issues by using AI to predict potential conflicts before they happen. Our AI-Powered Test.Consolidator tool uses modern artificial intelligence, machine learning and natural language processing (NLP) algorithms to seek out and identify duplicated reviews, linked emails, memos and data that may push back deadlines. Our AI-Powered Test.Predictor offers advanced automation and customized techniques for pinpointing potential failure risks through a comprehensive data pattern analysis. Gathers important data that is not quantified using traditional methods, which can be used to improve management flow. Examines repetitive comments from tests, eliminates overall costs and redistributes resources if necessary. By flagging and identifying potential issues and failures, this tool can reduce time to release, lower costs and improve market and more.

Our AI-Powered Test.Consolidator tool uses modern artificial intelligence, machine learning and natural language processing (NLP) algorithms to seek out and identify duplicated reviews, linked emails, memos and data that may push back deadlines. Our AI-Powered Test.Predictor offers advanced automation and customized techniques for pinpointing potential failure risks through a comprehensive data pattern analysis. Gathers important data that is not quantified using traditional methods, which can be used to improve management flow. Examines repetitive comments from tests, eliminates overall costs and redistributes resources if necessary. By flagging and identifying potential issues and failures, this tool can reduce time to release, lower costs and improve market and more. Test.Predictor is an innovative new tool that dynamically references the software development life cycle (SDLC). Assigning a risk level and an automation percentage, different techniques for automating are suggested that can be used to re-distribute the necessary resources to internal testing processes. Bottlenecks, and continuously refine your organization time and money. Improves process management and provides an independent analysis to help organizations evaluate the effectiveness of their QA processes and identify improvements. By combining a deep understanding of your company's specific needs. Using artificial intelligence and automation, this tool can reduce time to release, lower costs and improve market and more.
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